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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 300 pages. Hillarious - and highly instructive. A must
read for anyone thinking of teaching English in France. After losing her high tech job in Paris, an
American trains to become an English teacher in Frances public schools. But her Arizona English
fails to impress. Even Shakespeares English falls short. Only one English will do: Sorbonne English!
A comic exploration into a serious question: why DO French schoolchildren rank last for English
skills in EuropeReviews THE PARIS TIMES Funny and ferocious, Sorbonne Confidential offers new
insights into the challenges of integration and education in France. EDUCATION REVIEW Sorbonne
Confidential illustrates how objective measures can be far from objectivea concept often difficult to
see when looking only at ones own context. It illustrates how rigor by itself can distract, exclude,
and alienate. By taking on an institution that began before the American Revolution, the book
demonstrates how systems can develop around programs, allowing them to self-perpetuate
without regard for their impact on schools and society. At some level, the book is also an argument
for the power and importance of teacher education and of the need for systems that care more
about creating good teachers than...
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The ebook is easy in go through easier to recognize. We have study and i am certain that i will planning to read through once again once again in the
future. I am quickly will get a pleasure of studying a composed publication.
-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .-- Pr of . Ada h Mer tz  Sr .

A top quality ebook and the typeface used was interesting to read through. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through period. You wont feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Estelle Donnelly-- Estelle Donnelly
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